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The spring and early summer have been dynamic and productive
in the GIDPROvis project. Researchers have been busy in laboratories and new technology is being designed and built in close collaboration between partners.
Additional information about the project can be found from
www.GIDPROvis.eu or directly contacting our project director
Paula Vanninen (paula.vanninen@helsinki.fi) or scientific director
Gary Eiceman (gary.eiceman@helsinki.fi).

Hannover Meeting in the Fall
More than ten months after the Kick-off meetings for our FET
Open project, the GIDPROvis consortium is planning to meet
in Hannover, Germany for the first (and in person) gathering
to present project achievements and challenges in technology
and science. The planned program for this meeting includes
presentations by early stage researchers, scientific advisory
board members, and others in the consortium including guests
from industry and academia. Although our Kick-off meeting
was virtual due to travel restrictions during October 2020, we
anticipate opportunity for live exchanges between work package participants. This is planned as the first of several science
and technology meetings throughout the three years of this
project.
For more details, please
(paula.vanninen@helsinki.fi).

contact

Paula

“Advances are made by answering
questions. Discoveries are made by

questioning answers”
Bernard Haisch

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic. “
Arthur C. Clarke

Vanninen

Fig. 1: Part of the UH team in the GID-laboratory in Helsinki.
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Achievements of GIDPROvis
Visit to the future Test Arena
Work package 5: Planning for the real deal

A team from UH and Karsa Oy paid a visit to the future GIDPROvis test arena located in the Roihuvuori
industrial area in Helsinki. The technology demonstrations will take place in the training site for emergency services that provide ideal conditions for simulant release and multiple detector studies.

Fig. 2: Paula Vanninen, Gary Eiceman, HJ Jost, Jyri Mikkilä, Matti Kuula, and Hanna Hakulinen visited
the Test Arena location on a sunny June Thursday afternoon.

Project Management Update
The project management team has been working hard with progress reporting and tracking WP schedules and achievements. Project coordinator and scientific coordinator meet monthly with all WP leaders
and many scientific meetings overlapping different WP’s take place on a regular basis. Consortium-wide
meetings are held once a month to keep the whole GIDPROvis team informed on all the advancements
and challenges of the interdisciplinary project. The project management team is happy to inform that
the project is proceeding in the planned schedule with all timely deliverables and milestones well underway.
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Science and Technology Advancements
Third Quarter Achievements in GID and SIPRO
A second journal article from our project has been published in the
Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry
(doi.org/10.1021/jasms.1c00158) where a special emphasis was the
development of computational models for reactions of volatile organic
compounds with hydrated protons (H+(H2O)n) that are formed by an
ionization source (see first journal article from GIDPROvis by Anttalainen et al). Parametric Sensitivity in a Generalized Model for Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization Reactions by Elie
Lattouf et al. provide specific contributions that include quantitative
models for the abundances of gaseous ions and reaction times for gas
phase ion molecule reactions with user selection of a range of parameters including rate constants, vapour concentrations, and reaction times. This work established foundations of Gas Ion Distillation which
is a key technical and scientific ambition of this FET Open project and
provides a resource for researchers in Europe and worldwide.

Dr. Elie Lattouf, postdoctoral
researcher

Mathematical models were developed using Matlab and are preserved as files which are now available for
anyone exploring atmospheric pressure ion sources and ion molecule reactions; the full article is available
through the project website (www.GIDPROvis.eu) and the files are downloadable and located on Jottacloud at: https://www.jottacloud.com/s/2616d6f1a4adba34e928097bc2be3e3e3f2.
Significance
Six in-silico experiments provided the intended measures of sensitivities of reactions to various parameters and resulted in several discoveries. A significant finding was that the choice of limiting reagent in
these reactions has a pivotal effect: ion distributions are driven to proton bound dimers when hydrated
protons are limiting reagent while ion chemistry can be forced towards protonated monomers by use of
hydrated protons in excess. This may significantly simplify GID and SIPRO and could guide designs of
GID devices. Another discovery was the relationships between ion yield, rate constants, and vapour concentrations. Critically, this work has established and validated a general platform for a next development
of specific models to explore the separation of mixtures of VOCs by reaction kinetics and thermochemistry.

Fig. 3: Plots from MATLAB computational model of reaction chemistry for GID. These three graphics
represent key discoveries of the recent article in J. Am. Soc. Mass Spec. and include (from left): the control of reaction yield by rate constant x [M], the importance of ratios of rate constants including that forming proton bound dimers, and the suppression of proton bound dimer to protonated monomer with excess amounts of hydrated proton (reactant ions).
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Science and Technology Advancements
SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING OF IONS (SIPRO) AND ADVANCES IN HANNOVER
While ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has been applied widely in commercial aviation security (with detection of trace amounts of explosives at airport security checkpoints) and in military preparedness (as
handheld monitors of chemical warfare agents), the method can be rightly classified as a selective detector with very good detection limits. The principles that have made IMS technology so valuable are the
simplicity of ionization chemistry and spectral profiles obtained from mobility separation of ions from a
sample. These principles are also intrinsically self-limiting and the lack of structural information in ion
spectra prevent IMS methods from authentic identification of substances.
Structural information could be introduced into this simple, portable, relatively inexpensive technology if
mobility selected product ions were fragmented to specific ions that disclose chemical class and molecular identity. This is the goal of SIPRO: to receive ions from GID and provide high speed identification.
In GIDPROvis, a vapour sample of ambient air is drawn into a Gas Ion Distillation unit where a vapour
mixture is pre-fractionated with ions delivered serially into SIPRO. In SIPRO, an ion is mobility isolated
or selected and fragmented in strong electric fields. Fragment ions which are characteristic of a molecule
are rapidly characterized in a second drift stage producing a field induced fragment ion spectrum, which
tells molecular identity and vapour concentration.

Fig. 4: A graphic showing the components of SIPRO and relationship to GID and the vapour sample. Ions
derived from sample constituents and prefractionated in GID, are introduced in turn into SIPRO. In
SIPRO, an ion is mobility isolated in a first mobility stage, fragmented using strong electric fields in a reactive stage, and mobility analysed in a third stage. The resulting field induced fragment ion spectra are
used for molecular identification.

At Hannover, technology foundations exist to build SIPRO devices and experience exists on creating fragments of gas ions. The team at Hannover has modeled an IMS drift tube for mobility selection and fragmentation of ions. Parts have been received and the first SIRPO unit should be completed by early August
2021.
During August 2021, a SIPRO is scheduled for completion
and evaluation. This work is a result of the team of Prof.
Stefan Zimmerman and students Anne Zygmanowski and
Daniel Claassen. For more information on SIPRO, please
connect with Anne at:
Fachgebiet Sensorik und Messtechnik
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institut für Grundlagen der Elektrotechnik und Messtechnik
Appelstraße 9a
30167 Hannover
Tel. : +49 511 762 3769
Fig. 5: Graphic of SIPRO protype in buildE-Mail: zygmanowski@geml.uni-hannover.de
stage at Hannover.
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Consortium Member Feature
www.t4ieng.com
T4i—Technology for inspiration, instrumentation, integration and innovation—is is one of
the SME members of the GIDPROvis consortium. T4i is located in Lavrion Technological and Cultural
Park of the National Technical University of Athens (Greece) with offices in Loughborough, UK.
In the GIDPROvis project, T4i is in charge of adapting their miniaturized, low-thermal mass fast GC to be
coupled with SIPRO. Also, their dynamic, valve-less, pneumatic inlet system will serve as a front-end of
the GID stage.

Fig 6. T4i Managing Director, Dr. George Pallis
leads the T4i team working in the GIDPROvis
project. Pictured left are Mr. Stavros F. (left), Mr.
George Ps. (middle), and Mr. Dimitris Z. (right).
Also Mr. John P. and Mr. George K. are
contributing to the project, working on hardware
and software development and testing.
Location:

Lavrion Technological & Cultural Park
Leoforos Lavriou 1
Lavrio, 19500, Greece
Contact:
+30 22920 22111 // info@t4ieng.com
MION
T4i
delivers experience and knowledge in applications related to field chemical analysis
and R&D project management. More specifically, T4i specializes on the design and development of advanced chemical detectors for
field use, as either handheld devices or onboard unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). T4i
aims at modernizing detector manufacturing
using advanced design tools, prototyping, and
key enabling technologies, such as additive/
subtractive manufacturing. T4i’s team of qualified engineers designs field detectors for
harsh environments, where standoff techniques are required to enable detection of chemical threats without contact.

Fig 7. Dr. George Pallis and Dr. Julia V. in action!
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